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L Introduction 
The Bernstein polynomial of degree n for a real-valued bounded function F defined 
on the closed interval [0， 1J is defined by 
Bn(F)(x) =ふF(叫 )xk(l-x)n-k
The following theorem is wel1 lmown (see， for example， G. G固 Lorentz[4J). 
Theorem A (S. N. Bernstein). If F is continuous on [0， n then 
LIM Bn(F)(x) = F(x) 
n-一歩。
holds uniform!y on this interval. 
It goes without saying that this theorem gives a constructive proof of the c1assica! 
theorem of Weierstrass concerning the uniform approximability of continuous functions 
by polynomials. 
R. P. Kelisky and T. J. Rivlin [3J investigated the convergence behavior of the k-th 
iteration B ~ of B n and obtained the following theorem. 
Theorem B. If F is continuous on [0， 1Jand n is fixed， then 
LlM B~(F)(x) = F(O)+(F(l)-F(O))x R-*。っ
holds uniformly on this interval. 
So far various generalizations of the Bernstein polynomials have been obtaInecl by 
many authors図 Oneof them is the following which can be founded in Lorentz [4J : 
The m-dimensional Bernstein polynomial of degree n for a real-valued bounded 
function F defined on the simplex 
l 
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ニ { (X]， ん )εRm x]三O，.，x閣とo，iulj 
is defined 
k， k n Bn， m) = 2:一高山 J"，m )( 
'?j ~三 0 ， j=l，…湘一 k"・昭，J?m 
k1十・ o .十kmと招
x ・ xか(l-x]-…-x
/::1マ_!-where ( n k"...，l? m 
N oting K m to be homeomorphic to a compact subset in R mト1
K' = {(x川 '00':;九時間十 Xoどい1と 間三三0，
K Schnable [7] generalized B n， m to space of Radon measures on a compact 
Hausdorff space and investigated the of its saturation in his paper [8] 
The purpose of this paper is to a generalization of K m will denote 
=K which is different from that generalized by Schnabl [7J， to construct the 
8-T -operators a generalization of the m-dimensional Bernstein polynomials and 
to estab!ish the corresponding results (Theorem 1) to theorems A-B with respect to our 
θ-T -operators and a result (Theorem 2) concerning the saturation of those. We will 
notice that in the case of the one-dimensional， the of the part (b) in our theorem 1 
can be a simple another proof of theorem B， and our θT -operators are defined for 
space of Radon probability measures on a compact Hausdorff space and in the special 
case e， T， the classical operators having been constructed in Schnabl [7] are obtained 
and the of our theorem 2 applied to his operators can be a simple another of 
hisεsu!t in his paper [8] the saturation出合orem固
Nm黒人 to achieve our purpose， we introduce the following notations圃
X : acompact Hausdorff space， 
Cぽ"): a Banach algebra of al real-valued continuous functions defined on X with the 
usual pointwise operations and sup-norm 1 • 11. 
1 : anunit of C(X). 
ム凶")}=ム aset of a1 non-zero homomorphisms of C，α") onto the field of real 
numbers. 
ム) K a weak*-closed convex hull ofムinthe dual space C(X) * of 
considered as a Banach space. 
1 : anidentity operator on C伐).
日OM : a set of al homomorphisms T of C伐")into itself with T(l) = 1.
θ=<8心)>n，jと1 : an infinite matrix whose entries satisfy the following 
(i) 8n(j} > 0， (1三f三η)，6n(j) =0， U>η) ; 
(i) 218P2ω=1， for each幻と1; 
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(iゆ担主主 θ;(j)= 0， where θUj)= (8n(j)2 
T= < Tn，J>n，J>I: an infinite matrix whose entries satisfy the following 
(i) Tn，jEHoM(Cは))1， for a1 η， J三1; 
(i) SUP 211(TnJ-f)のpく十∞ foreach fE C伐).
n ":1 j= 1 
3 
We call θand Tθ-facter and 1二facter，respectively. The simple examples of these 
are the following : 
(1) 8，，(j)=去， (1三j三η)，871の=0， (j>η); T n，j=I. 
We write simply θ =< 去> and 7ヒ < 1> in stead of the θ f臼acte町rand T 一イfact
defined by (1)， respectively 
For each x EX and TEHom (Cは)h，we define 'P x， T by伊x，T(f)=TUヲ(x)to be an 
element ofム， and for 8-facter， T -facter and n = 1， 2，… define the mappingφn(8， T;.): 
?な
xn---->K by φ71(8， . β1， ・ん))= ヲ8"ω 'Px/T n，j 
2. A g芭n告ralizationof the m時dimensionalBernstein polynomials - definition of 
the 8-T四operators-， and lemmas 
Using C(X) to be isometrically isomorphic with C(ム)and Urysohn's lemma， we have 
the following lemma : 
lemma 1. If TEHoM (C臼))1 is fixed， then the mapping 'PT: X→ム defined
by町伐)='Px，T is continuous園 Furthermore，if T is an isomorphism of C(X) onto itself， 
then 'PT is a homeomorphism of X ontoム
From lemma 1 itis immediate thatφn( 8， T;. ) iscontinuous. Furthermore， itis 
readily seen thatμ三oand its linear functional norm 1μ1 = 1 hold for each μEK. So， in
view of Riesz's representation theorem for the linear functionals， we identify μEK with a 
Radon probability measure on X and writeん)=μ仰=ヰf(x)d/1(x) for each f E C仰
Definition. Let F be a real-valued bounded function defined on K so that F。φ，(8，
T; .) E c(xn)， and μE K. Then we define 
Bn(8， T，刀ω=ん， .・ムF(φ，(8，T;次1，ん)))dバ
We call lBn(8， T〆 )}~=lθ-T-operators. 
Remark. R. Schnabl [7J has introduced 1μE C(X)*;μと0，μ(1)=11 ニP being 
identified with the space of Radon probability measures on X as a generalization of K m. 
Since φ，(8，T; (x1，.，Xn))EP' we can define Bn(8， T;・)with respect to p， too and 
puttingθ=くす>and T= <1>，加 1it is easily seen制 the伽 S凶 operatorshaving 
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been constructecl in his paper [7J are obtained. 
Let )(ニ 10タ.Then we have that C{X) is with .R，m+l 
a Banach with norm 1(xo， x"...，x 二 MAX1 Xj 1 ， and therefore * is
n三f三間
ητ 
a Banach space R'削 1with norm 1 X "・・~ I Xj 1. Using lemma 1 as 1'=1， we 
J=O 
are able to see thatムisidentified with 1 e 0， eょ3・.，eml，where ej二








closed convex hull 
of leo， e"...，eml and P. lemma 1， it18 seen that our θ-T-operators 
are polynomial if every entry of 1二facteris an of onto 
itself， and they are the m-dimensional Bemstein polynomials B…η=1， if 8=<去〉
and Tニ<1>， by the arguments similar to Schnabl [7J。
the immediate we have the following iemma : 
Lemma 20 For each η 二 1，2，・ isa positive linεar ODerator from 
into itself with its operator norm 1B n(8， • 0 ) I!ニ L
For each f E and νE K， the equations hold : 
βニ 1てみ
and 
n /'ヘ¥¥¥2 η ~へ下下 ------¥¥2 
Bn(8， 'f)=( 2:ト Z θ Tn，j的A
~\\、
日 ，v)ニロ 8n(j)( 川 n ~\ /可
ト之 θ2n(j)(Tn，j(J2 )- )(νj. 
3. Thむmai:ntheorerns 
We denote B~(8， T; 0 the k-th itεration . ')， that 
T; .)， and T; 0 )二二 T;B~-'(8， T;⑩ k と2。
Theo:rem 1. Let FEC依). Then the statements hold. 
If k is then 1 B~( 8， 円 FIこ On←令。
(b) In the case of T= <1>， ifn is then 
d三----------戸、~ー~ーー -ー--
LIM 1BM8， T;円 F。φJ8， T; 0 ) 1= 0 
n-}>C(コ
Proof. (a) for brevity， we write simply Bn(8， T; 0 )=Bn and φn(8， T;o)ニ φη。
k-l 
Since B~ 日) -F= "2:~ Bh(Bn(F)-F) and 1 1 =1， itwill suffice to prove (a) in the 
case of k= L Let E:> 0 be given. By compactness of K and continuity of F there exists 
a finite subset ff in Cぼ)such that 
(2) 1μ)-F(v) 1三 ε+211FI 2:汗ν
fεF 
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for 0.1 μ，νE E. Since B n is 0. positive lineo.r opero.tor with B n(l) we can op己rate011 
the vo.riable μin (2) and obtain 
(3) 1 B n(F)( v)-F( v) 1三 ε寸21FI ヱ Bn((f(μ)-f(v))2， v) 
fεy 
for a1 νε K. Using lemma 2 and the conditions of e-facter and τfacter， we see that 
(4) LIM Bn(fj(t-J-g( v))2， νjニニ O
n←一歩co
uniformly for v E K， whenever g E 刀 Therefore，by (3) and (4)， we have that 
LnVI 1Bn伊]-FII=0. 
n-→'00 
(b) Putting n= 1 in (3)， and using lemma 2， 81(1)=1 and BdF]=F'φb we obtain 
./'¥¥ 
1 Foφ1 (V)-};(lノ)1三 E ト21 F 1 2: (f2_-f )( ) 
fε1 




1 B~ (Fo (h)(v)-B~(F)(v) 1三 ε+211FI 2: (B~ぴリ-B~ぴ ))(Jノj
fεF 
for ail νE K. Using lemrna 2 ang induction on k， we see that 
(6) B~(g)=g， B~ (g2)ニぷ，， +(1- 2: θ ~ (j))k (g2 許)
for 0.1 g E C(.)(). Therefore， by (5) and (6)， 





for a1 νE K. Here， taking norm， we obtain 
~'\、何 A2
(7) 1 F' φ1-B~伊]11 三 ε十 2 1 F 1 (1- 2: 8~ (jリUk 2: 1 f2 -f 1. 
j= 1 fεy 
n 
Since LIM (1- 2: 8~ (j))k=O for each fixed 伐 andε> 0 is arbitrary， (7) completes the 
』い∞ j=1 
proof of (b). q. e. d. 
Remark 1. 1n the case of X = 1 0， 1 i ， ifwe putθ~<古-> in (b) of theorem 1， 
then before-rnentioned Kelisky and Rivlin's result (Theorem B) is obtained. Howevεr， 
our proof is different and simple園
R邑mark2. From the proof of theorem 2， we see that if Tニ <1 >， and 1 Kn f isa 
sequence of positive integers， then 
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(8) 
n 
LIM Kn 2: 
n→∞ 1ニ l
o ifand only if LIM 1B~n( 8， T; F)-F 1 = 0 
ηー→ 00
for al F E 写 and
(9)LIWI KP22310j=+∞if and if LIM 1B~n(8， T; 
n→∞ j=l n→∞ 
Foφ，(8， • .) 1=0 
for a1 F E C(K). 
It foHows from the result (a) of theorem 1 that 1 T; • is a storong 
approximation process on C(K). 明Tiththe help (6) and (9) we can now prove the 
following theorem concerning the saturation of 1 Bn( 8， T戸 )I~~l for T= <1>. 
Theor四 120 Let T = < l > and F E C仰. Then the following are 
(i) 1 T ，.円 FII= 2: 8;ぴ)); 
-------ヘ¥--FニF。φ，(8，T;.)， therefore Bn(8， T; F)=F for al η. 
Proof. By it is obvious that (i) implies Suppose now that (i) is satisfied. 
n 




1 B~{8， T; F)-FII < ke" 2: θ ~ (j). 
We now choose a sequence 1 kilf ofεintegers such that 
n n 
LIMk" 2: 8~(j)= ト∞ and LIVl εn 2: 8~ (j)=O園
m→∞ tl _∞ y= 1 
k= k n in and lettingηtend to∞， we obtain 
(11) LIMII B~n{8， T;F)-FII =0 
n→∞ 
~---------it foliows from and that Fニ Foφ1(8， • 0)， and so B ，J 8， T; F)ニ Ffor 
a1 n， q. e. d 
1n the case of Tュ<l>， itis seen from that there exists a noninvariant element 














This fact and theorem 2 state that in case T= <1>， Tμ)f~~l is saturated 
幻/"'、¥¥
with order 2: 時的 on and its trivial c1ass agrees with a subset C(X) in c'i問3
consisting of al f for which f E Cは〕園 Forthe saturation problems concerning the 
classical Bernstein polynomial operators 1 Bn I工1see [1]， [2J， [5J， [6J and [9J. 
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R記mark:3o R. Schnabl [8] has used 代semi-group methods" to prove that a 
sequence of his operators (恰se配e ~れ1 ， Rema訂r耐}
proof of theorem 2 iおsquite t仕ruewi江th工respectto his operators. Therefore， we have given 
a simple another proof of his result. 
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